Florence Nightingale Feminist Judith Lissauer
women in a women's job: the gendered experience of nurses - nurses were limited, according to
florence nightingale's precepts, to assisting their medical superiors and to maintaining a hygenic and
comfortable environment for their charges who in turn had little notes on nightingale: the influence and
legacy of a ... - notes on nightingale: the influence and legacy of a nursing icon abstract {excerpt}the
centenary of the death of florence nightingale occurs on 13 august 2010. master’s thesis - all institutions starting with florence nightingale’s cassandra (1928), followed by virginia woolf's a room of one’s own (1929)
and betty friedan’s the feminine mystique (1963), i will finally see how these texts relate to the contemporary
study cassandra radical feminist nurses network collection - cassandra radical feminist nurses network
nurtured support, encouragement and connection for women who were creating a woman-centered reality in
nursing. the name cassandra was a tribute to florence nightingale who wrote an essay titled women’s and
gender center library - amherst - creative malady: illness in the lives and minds of charles darwin, florence
nightingale, mary baker eddy, sigmund freud, marcel proust, elizabeth barrett browning by george pickering –
biography & psychology new publications in humanitarian action and the law - new publications in
humanitarian action and the law this selection is based on the new acquisitions of the icrc library and public
archives arms books cassandra: radical feminist nurses newsjournal - nlmh - the name cassandra is a
tribute to florence nightingale names and addresses, but we will withhold your name and/or who wrote an
essay tilled cassandra two years before her set' address if requested what is feminism? - lltjournal nightingale was or was not a "feminist." (strachey decided she was not since (strachey decided she was not
since she was so absorbed in her own work that women's rights became a side the evangelical spirituality
of a victorian feminist ... - right of ‘inspired’ christian women to preach and teach and developed a radical
feminist theology, claming that christ had treated women as of equal importance to men and had ‘ liberated ’
them .
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